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What Is?
An online class discussion is a 
way for a class to communicate 
with each other through the 
learning management system 
or (LMS).

It is asynchronous not 
real-time, which allows 
participants to post and reply 
to each other at different times 
and days.

Class discussion forums are 
organized by topic with threads
underneath them. Generally
there are two main topics;
General Help and Weekly
Discussions.

General Discussions

Weekly Discussions

Ask Your Instructor

Student Lounge

Week 1 Discussion

Week 2 Discussion

Week 3 Discussion

Ask opinion questions. Ones in
which they explain/support their
opinions thoroughly.

Have students solicit the
opinions of  others to enrich 
the discussions.

Provide goals and rubrics for
each discussion question.
-Generate as many reason as
  possible.
-Generate counter-arguments.
-Generate rebuttals.

- Explanation of  reliability 
   of  assumptions.

- Demonstrations of  their
   reasoning process.

Do your students know 
how to participate?

Students have likely participated
in one previously. However, 
frame their participation in
your forum with clear expectations
and guidelines.

Always provide instructions 
in  an accessible PDF Format.

If  the forum postings are graded 
provide grading rubrics for clear
expectations.

Also provide “netiquette” rules and 
consequence so students know how they
should interact with peers and the 
instructor to avoid inappropriate 
behavior or post content.

RulesAs instructor you should provide
an example of  a “good” post.

Rubric

- X number of  words or sentences.

-Expectations for language and style

    -Text speak or traditional grammar

    -Can forum texting acronyms or 

      abbreviations be used?

-Can posting simply be a question

  or must they include a background

  and explanation?

- Must they post more than “I agree”

  or explain why they agree?

-Are references or citations required

  and if  so what format?

...at least 50 words

...lol...BTW
: )

My rationale is...
?

MLA APA

Cool!
Why?

encouraging participation
Build Community

Develop  relationships between participants
before they engage in class discussions by
using icebreakers.

Begin the term with off  topic 
discussions that help students 
to get to know you and for them 
to get to know each other.

Encourage students to use the Student
Lounge topic area for social discussions.
Add a description so students know what 
it is for.

Note: This forum is for peer to peer
discussions. It is moderated, but your 
instructor will not respond to any 
questions here.

Topic named “Getting to know each other”
Ask them to discuss their free time activities
List X number of adjectives that describe yourself

Don’t be afraid to show
your enthusiasm for the
subject matter.

Your passion and 
enthusiam can be 
contagious!

Increase the Number of  Posts

Craft Questions to Promote Critical Thinking

Support Novice Learner Participation

Students As Facilitators

Answering Questions

Boost Discussion Continuity

Meet Learning Preferences

Note that prompts like these 
work well for students who are
past the novice learner state
of a particular topic.
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If  the discussion stagnates try
posting another question or
provide hints to jumpstart the
conversation.

Make sure that students know
how to keep the discussion
within the appropriate topic
area.

If  issues with online etiquette arise
address them quickly and remind
participants of  the netiquette rules.

In asynchronou discussions it is 
important to respond in a timely
manner.

Posts should not go unreplied/unanswered beyond
48 hours. Otherwise students may move on with
incorrect assumptions.
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Make sure they invite reflection,
not a single factual answer.

Questions should provide enough information
for students to think through either deep and
focused answers or broad and synthesizing
answers (depending on your goals).

This is a great opportunity to encourage
the use of prior knowledge and outside
sources to foster more complex thinking
and or synthesis. 
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Ask them for:
-  Verification of  additional Information.

Clarify!

Examples! Probe!

Alternative viewpoints or you can 
   present possible ones.

viewpoints!
Possible consequences of  their 
reasoning processes or you 
present some.

Implications!
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Students can also facilitate discussions. 
Provide opportunities for them to help
keep discussions organized.
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Depending upon class size
assign students to facilitate

a discussion.

This can work 
well for 

group discussions.

Make sure to
provide guidelines
for facilitating.

Encourage students to reply to each
other’s questions instead of  expecting
you to dive in with the right answer.

When you do answer a quesiton...

You could make this a
requirement or part of the
assignment.

Provide links to the 
external websites that

provide more information.

Refer to the discussion.

Ask students to 
report back.

Provide a FAQ thread
for questions about

participation expectations.

For course technical questions
you migh consider adding a 
FAQ thread with commonly
asked questions.

Point to a selection 
in the class text.

There should be an
“Ask Your Instructor”

thread under the
“General Discussions” 

topic.
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Other Considerations9

Visual Verbal Kinesthetic
Aural

Include images
when possiblek. Include PDF

documents or links
to written content. Provide assignments

with a series of steps
(e.g., find, read,type

post).

Add voice
or video.

Research shows 
that pairing visual

with verabal increases
learning.

Consider alternative methods of
assessing learning. Assign students a
particular method or give them several
choices.

Create a 
podcast or video.

Design a 
brochure or poster.

Conduct a 
field research project.

Create a
Wiki page or Blog.

Draw a
comic.

Design a 
PowerPoint or Prezi

presentation.

Expertise and Personalities 
also affect interaction.

Introverts

Extroverts

May not be willing to put their thoughts 
out there for fear of  being wrong.

Novice Learners

Advanced Learners

May become bored and need additional
incentives to participate.

Can prefer to work alone and may not
feel comfortable with peer interaction.

Demonstrate more social tendencies
and may enjoy working in groups.

Accessibility:
- Accomodations must be made through the
   school dissabilities office.
- Not all students are connecting via DSLR/Cable
   Some are using dialup or their cell phone to tether 
   (get internet) to their computer.

Student Capabilities:
- Writing skills - A continumum from
   poor to good.
- Computer skills - Not all students have
   the needed computer skills to learn online.


